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WANGLE SIGNS HOA WITH CONSTABLE CARE CHILD SAFETY FOUNDATION

Wangle Technologies Limited (Wangle or the Company) [ASX: WGL] is pleased to announce a new partnership with Constable Care Child Safety Foundation (CCCSF) in support of its soon to be launched child protection software, Wangle Family Insites.

CCCSF is one of Australia’s most trusted and recognised child safety and cyber safety brands and provides further independent endorsement (alongside the Telethon Kids Institute) of Wangle Family Insite’s unique and proprietary approach to solving a global societal issue that threatens the wellbeing of children around the world.

Under the terms of the agreement, CCCSF will provide access to its extensive and highly credible network including and not limited to:

- customised newsletters and content;
- school take home packs for parents;
- ongoing social media support;
- on-going media and editorial support; and
- highly visible promotion at a range of high traffic events throughout the year.

Through these programs CCCSF has the capacity to drive awareness of the product to an audience of over 470,000 families, as well as adding to the credibility of the product alongside the partnership Wangle has already entered with leading childhood development research group, Telethon Kids Institute.

Wangle is in the process of finalising its Wangle Family Insites commercial launch plan which will target the $2 Billion Per annum market by charging the customer (Family) $9.99 per month on both iOS and Android mobile platforms. Details of the launch plan will be provided to the ASX shortly.

Wangle Technologies CEO Mr Sean Smith said:

“Constable Care is highly recognised for its long-term provision of child safety services and we are excited to be able to partner with them on the issue of child cyber safety. Their extensive access to families offers an excellent opportunity to grow awareness of the unique solution that Wangle Family Insites offers for this increasing area of concern for parents.”
Constable Care Child Safety Foundation CEO Mr David Gribble said:

“When we saw the unique approach being taken with the Wangle Family Insites software, it was an easy decision to partner with Wangle Technologies to endorse this great program. Its clever use of cutting edge proprietary technology and the extensive research and best-practice education principles that underpin it, make it the first product we’ve seen that we believe will actually help parents keep their kids safe online. It will have potentially life-saving benefits for families that we will wholeheartedly promote through our extensive school, family and community programs and networks.”
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ABOUT WANGLE FAMILY INSITES

Wangle Family Insites (WFI) offers parents a unique approach to ensuring the safe use of the internet by children and teenagers. By utilising Wangle’s world class VPN network, backed by the research insights of childhood development research organisation Telethon Kids Institute, WFI monitors mobile network patterns in real time and advises parents of potential threats as well as providing greater details and resources to parents on the threats identified.

ABOUT CONSTABLE CARE CHILD SAFETY FOUNDATION

Constable Care Child Safety Foundation is a registered harm prevention charity that delivers award winning safety education programs free of charge to school students throughout Western Australia. We also support the growing needs of children, youth and families by developing ongoing programs and products relevant to the challenges faced by our youth to ensure a safer, brighter future.

ABOUT WANGLE TECHNOLOGIES

Wangle Technologies has developed patented algorithms that not only optimise, compress and secure the data flow to mobile devices, but facilitate real time analysis of network patterns and usage behaviours. Wangle’s technology provides compelling value to consumers, service providers and enterprises looking for innovative low-cost solutions for managing network capacity and use.